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Dynamic vortex phases and pinning in superconductors with twin boundaries
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We investigate the pinning and driven dynamics of vortices interacting with twin boundaries using large
scale molecular-dynamics simulations on samples with near one million pinning sites. For low applied driving
forces, the vortex lattice orients itself parallel to the twin boundary and we observe the creation of a flux
gradient and vortex-free region near the edges of the twin boundary. For increasing drive, we find evidence for
several distinct dynamical flow phases which we characterize by the density of defects in the vortex lattice, the
microscopic vortex flow patterns, and orientation of the vortex lattice. We show that these different dynamical
phases can be directly related to microscopically measurable voltage-currentV(I ) curves and voltage noise. By
conducting a series of simulations for various twin boundary parameters we derive several vortex dynamic
phase diagrams.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of vortex pinning and dynamics
high-Tc superconductors is of great interest for applicatio
of superconductors which require strong pinning of vortic
as well as the rich variety of behaviors that arise due to
competition of a static or driven elastic media with vario
forms of quenched disorder.1 The physics of a vortex lattice
interacting with disorder is relevant for a wide variety
condensed-matter systems including charge-density wa
driven Wigner crystals, magnetic bubble arrays, colloi
Josephson-junction arrays, and superconducting wire
works, as well as microscopic models of friction.

Twin boundaries are a very common defect found
YBa2Cu3O72x ~YBCO! and their pinning properties hav
been extensively studied using Bitter decoration,2 torque
magnetometry,3 magnetization,4–7 transport,8 magneto-
optical imaging,9–14 and theoretical studies.15–17Many of the
earlier experiments on twinned YBCO samples found c
flicting evidence for the role of twin boundaries in vorte
pinning. In particular, the magneto-optical measurements
Duranet al.9 had shown that twin boundaries act as areas
reduced pinning that allow easy flux penetration, wher
studies by Vlasko-Vlasovet al.10 found the twin boundaries
to be barriers to flux motion. Further magneto-optic
studies,11–14 systematic computer simulations,17 and trans-
port measurements8 have shown that these conflicting resu
can be resolved when the direction of the Lorentz force w
respect to the twin boundary is considered. The twin bou
ary ~TB! acts as an easy-flow channel when the Lorentz fo
is parallel to the twin, but acts as a strong barrier for forc
perpendicular to the TB.

A very systematic simulational study, using samples
the order of a million pinning sites, by Grothet al.17 of the
angular dependence of the Lorentz force with respect to
twin boundary showed that, when the angle between the L
entz force and the twin is large, a portion of the vortices
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~5!/3665~7!/$15.00
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trapped inside the twin. This produces a pileup effect lead
to a higher density of vortices on one side of the twin
agreement with observations by several groups including,
example, Vlasko-Vlasovet al.,10 Welp et al.,12 and Wijn-
gaardenet al.14 At lower angles between the Lorentz forc
and the twin, simulations17 show that the flux moves in chan
nels along the twin boundary while some guided motion
vortices along the edge of the twin still occurs. At the lowe
angles the flux flows most easily along the twin with a nu
ber of vortices escaping from the twin and forming a flam
pattern flux profile in agreement with magneto-optic
experiments.9,10,14,18

Recently interest in vortex systems has strongly focu
on driven phases and dynamic phase transitions of vort
interacting with random or periodic defects in supercondu
ors. The anisotropic pinning properties of twin boundaries
well as the possibility of tuning the strength of the tw
boundary pinning make these defects quite distinct from r
dom pinning or periodic pinning arrays, so that different d
namical phases can be expected to appear.

In systems containing random pinning, experime
using transport measurements,19–21 voltage noise measure
ments,22,23 vibrating reed measurements,24 neutron
scattering,25 and Bitter-decoration,26 as well as simulationa
work,27,28 and work based on perturbation and/or elastic
theory29 indicate that, at the depinning transition, the vort
lattice may disorder and undergoplastic flow in which vor-
tices change nearest neighbors as mobile portions of the
tex lattice tear past pinned portions. At higher drives t
vortex lattice may reorder and exhibit elastic or ordered flo
An intriguing question is whether specific types of plas
flow exist, and how they could be distinguished. Simulatio
with randomly placed pinning indicate the possible existen
of at least two kinds of plastic flow. The first type consists
well-defined channels of mobile vortices flowing through t
rest of the pinned vortex lattice.30–33 A second type consists
of intermittent or avalanching motion in which only a fe
3665 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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3666 PRB 61C. REICHHARDT, C. J. OLSON, AND FRANCO NORI
vortices are mobile at any given time, but over time all t
vortices take part in the motion so that well-defined chann
are not observed.31–33

Recent simulations using the time-dependent Ginzbu
Landau equations atT50 of vortices interacting with twin
boundaries have suggested the possibility of the existenc
three distinct flow phases which include two plastic flo
phases and an elastic flow phase.18 Due to the nature of thes
simulations it was only possible to consider three differ
driving currents for each pinning parameter; so thatV(I )
curves, voltage noise signals, and the evolution of the vo
order as a continuous function of increasing driving for
could not be extracted, nor could the evolution of the flo
phases with the system parameters be determined.

In order to examine the microscopic dynamics of vortic
interacting with twin boundaries we have performed lar
scale molecular-dynamics simulations for a wide variety
twin parameters which allow us to carefully compare t
different kinds of plastic flow as a driving force is contin
ously increased. Our results in this work complement
previous simulational work on twin boundaries,17 where we
considered only the case of very slow driving that occurs
a magnetic field is increased. In Ref. 17 we considered fl
gradient-driven vortices and we focused on the magnetic-
front profiles and compared them to magneto-optical imag
In this paper we focus on the microscopic aspects of curr
driven, as opposed to flux-gradient-driven, vortex mot
and structure as well as on transport measures.

II. SIMULATION

We consider an infinite two-dimensional~2D! slice in the
x-y plane of an infinitely long~in the z direction! parallel-
epiped. We use periodic boundary conditions in thex-y
plane and simulate stiff vortices that are perpendicular to
sample ~i.e., H5H ẑ). These rigid flux lines can also b
thought of as representing the ‘‘center of mass’’ positions
real, somewhat flexible vortices, and the pinning in the b
as representing the average of the pinning along the leng
the real vortex. For flexible vortices, the bulk pinning can
on the same order as the twin boundary pinning even
large samples. We numerically integrate the overdam
equations of motion

f i5f i
vv1f i

vp1f i
vTB1fd5hvi . ~1!

Here,f i is the total force on vortexi, f i
vv is the force on the

i th vortex from the other vortices,f i
vp is the force from the

vortex pin interaction,f i
vTB is the force from the vortex-twin

interaction, andfd is the driving force;vi is the net velocity
of vortex i andh is the viscosity, which is set equal to unit
in this work. The interaction between vortexi and other vor-
tices is given by

f i
vv5(

j 51

Nv

f 0K1S ur i2r j u
l D r̂ i j . ~2!

Here, r i is the location of vortexi and r j is the location of
vortex j, f 05F0

2/8p2l3, F05hc/2e is the elementary flux
quantum,l is the penetration depth,Nv is the number of
vortices, andr̂ i j 5(r i2r j )/ur i2r j u. The force between vorti-
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ces decreases exponentially at distances greater thanl, and
we cut off this force for distances greater than 6l. A cutoff
is also placed on the force for distances less than 0.1l to
avoid the logarithmic divergence of forces. These cuto
have been found to produce negligible effects for the ra
of parameters we investigate here. For convenience, thro
out this work all lengths are measured in units ofl, forces in
units of f 0, and fields in units ofF0 /l2.

To model pinning in the bulk, we divide our system into
100031000 grid where each grid element represents a p
ning site. The pinning densitynp is 496/l2, which is within
experimentally determined values. At each pinning s
( l ,m) the pinning forcef l ,m

thr is chosen from a uniform dis
tribution @0,f p#, where f p is the maximum possible pinning
force. If the magnitude of the force produced by the oth
vortices, driving force and twin boundaries acting on a v
tex located on a pinning site (l ,m) is less than the threshol
pinning forcef l ,m

thr , the vortex remains pinned at the pinnin
site. If the force on the vortex is greater thanf l ,m

thr , then the
effective pinning forcef i

vp drops to zero and the vorte
moves continuously until it encounters a pinning site that
a threshold force greater than the net force on the vortex.
pinning therefore acts as a stick-slip friction force with t
following properties:

f i
vp52f i

net , f i
net, f l ,m

thr ~3!

and

f i
vp50, f i

net. f l ,m
thr . ~4!

For the twin boundary pinning, we have considered
large number of models, all giving similar results. The si
plest model that is most consistent with experiments is t
of an attractive well containing stick-slip pinning with a di
ferent maximum threshold forcef p

TB than that of the bulk
pinning outside the TB,f p . This model of pinning is very
similar to the one inferred from the measurements in Re
where the TB channel has strong depth variations. The r
f p

TB/ f p is expected to vary as a function of temperature.
the case predicted for lowT ~Ref. 1! where f p

TB/ f p,1, the
twin boundary acts as an easy-flow channel for cert
angles.17 On the other hand, at higherT, fp

TB/ f p.1, and the
twin acts as a barrier to the flux flow. This second case is
most similar to the simulations conducted in Ref. 18 whe
the twin boundary was modeled as a line of parabolic p
ning. In our simulations we can mimic the effects of tem
perature by varying the ratio off p

TB/ f p .
The twin boundary itself is modeled as an attractive pa

bolic channel with a width denoted by 2jTB. The force on
the i th vortex due to thekth twin boundary is

f i
vTB5 f TBS dik

TB

jTBD QS jTB2dik
TB

l D r̂ ik , ~5!

wheredik
TB is the perpendicular distance between thei th vor-

tex and thekth twin boundary.
The driving force representing the Lorentz force from

applied current is modeled as a uniform force on all t
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vortices. The driving force is applied in thex direction and is
slowly increased linearly with time. We examine the avera
force in thex direction

Vx5
1

Nv
(
i 51

Nv

vi• x̂, ~6!

as well as the average force in they direction

Vy5
1

Nv
(
i 51

Nv

vi• ŷ. ~7!

These quantities are related to macroscopically meas
voltage-currentV(I ) curves.

We also measure the density of sixfold coordinated vo
cesP6. Strong plastic flow causes an increase in the num
of defects and a corresponding drop inP6, while elastic flow
is associated with few or no defects. Another measure
order in the lattice is the average height of the first-or
peaks in the structure factorS(k)

S~k!5
1

L2 (
i , j

eik•(r i2r j ). ~8!

The defect density can also be correlated with the volt
noise power spectraS(n)

S~n!5E Vx~ t !e2p intdt. ~9!

A vortex lattice that is flowing plastically should produce
large amount of voltage noise. To measure the quantity
noise produced, we integrated the noise power over one
quency octave.22,23

III. DYNAMIC PHASES

In order to directly observe the nature of the vortex flo
in the presence of twin boundaries, we have imaged the
jectories of the moving vortices as the driving current alo
the x axis is increased. We find three types of vortex flo
which are shown in Fig. 1. There, and for three differe
applied driving forces, we show the vortex positions~dots!
and the trajectories~lines! that the vortices follow when in-
teracting with a twin boundary~dotted line! that acts as a
strong pinning barrier for motion across the twin. Heref p

50.02f 0 , f p
TB51.0f 0 , f TB50.15f 0, with the twin boundary

having a width of 0.5l. In Fig. 1~a! for the lowest drive,
f d50.05f 0, the vortex lattice is predominantly triangula
and aligned with the twin plane. The vortices that hav
struck the twin boundary are pinned, while the remain
vortices flow in an orderly fashion at a 45° angle from thex
axis, as seen in Fig. 1~b!. The moving vortices do notcross
the twin boundary but are insteadguidedso that the vortices
do not move parallel to the direction of the applied drivi
force. We term this phaseguided plastic motion~GPM!,
since vortex neighbors slip past each other near the t
boundary. The vortices trapped in the twin boundary rem
permanently pinned in this phase. We also observe a bui
or a higher density of flux lines along one side of the tw
boundary. This type of density profile has been previou
e
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observed in flux-gradient-driven simulations and magne
optical experiments.

At higher drives, as shown in Fig. 1~c!, and 1~d! with f d

50.35f 0, there is a transition to a more disordered flow a
the vortices start tocross the twin boundary. The overal
vortex structure@Fig. 1~c!# is more disordered than it was a
lower drives @Fig. 1~a!#. Unlike the guided plastic motion
phase, the vortices pinned along the twin boundary are o
temporarily trapped, and occasionally escape from the t
and are replaced by new vortices intermittently. The vor
trajectories shown in Fig. 1~d! also indicate that some vorte
guiding still occurs. We label this phase theplastic motion
~PM! phase. At even higher driving currents we observe
transition from the plastic flow phase to anelastic motion
~EM! phase, where the effect of the twin boundary becom
minimal, as shown in Fig. 1~e!, and 1~f! for f d51.25f 0.
Here, the vortex lattice reorders@Fig. 1~e!#, the vortices flow

FIG. 1. The vortex positions~left column! and flow patterns
~right column! for three different applied drives. Panels~a! and~b!,
with f d / f 050.05, show guided plastic motion. Panels~c! and ~d!,
with f d / f 050.35, show a slightly more disordered motion, exhi
iting some plasticity, tearing, and healing. Specifically, the vor
lattice is slightly torn apart by the twin boundary, but it heals rig
after crossing it. Panels~e! and ~f!, with f d / f 051.25, show elastic
flow.
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FIG. 2. ~a! The longitudinalVx and transverse
Vy average velocity versus driving force for
system in which the twin boundary is represent
by a rough channel with strong pinning. Here th
twin has a maximum pinning of 1.0f 0 and the
point pinning has a maximum of 0.02f 0. The in-
set shows howVx linearly increases withf d for
the same system shown.~b! The average sixfold
coordination numberP6. ~c! The average magni-
tude ^S(k)& of the first-order peaks of the struc
ture factor. In the disordered plastic motion r
gime the low values of bothP6 and^S(k)& reflect
the large degree of disorder. The transition to t
elastic flow regime is marked by the large in
crease in order indicated byP6 and ^S(k)&, as
well as by the loss of guided motion which oc
curs whenVy'0.
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along the direction of the applied Lorentz force@Fig. 1~f!#,
and no buildup of the flux near the twin appears.

IV. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS
AND VORTEX STRUCTURE

In order to quantify the phases illustrated in Fig. 1, w
analyze the transverseVy and longitudinalVx average vortex
velocities, as well as the sixfold coordination numberP6 and
the average value of the first-order peaks in the struc
factor, ^S(k)&, as a function of applied drive. As shown
Fig. 2, for drives less then the bulk pinning,f d, f p
50.02f 0, the vortex lattice is pinned andVy5Vx50. For
low drives, 0.02f 0, f d,0.17f 0, the vortex velocities in-
crease linearly with driving force, andVx'Vy indicating that
the vortices are following the twin boundary by moving a
45° angle, as was shown in Fig. 1~b!. The fraction of sixfold
coordinated vortices,P650.8, remains roughly constan
throughout the guided plastic motion phase. Abovef d / f 0
50.225, two trends are observed. First, thelongitudinal ve-
locity Vx continues to increase. This trend can be better s
in the inset of Fig. 2~a!, which has a larger range of value
for the vertical axis in order to monitor the linear grow
over a wider range of velocities. Second, thetransverseve-
locity Vy flattens and then begins to decrease, indicating
the vortices have begun to move across the twin bounda

The vortex lattice becomes slightly more disordered
this plastic flow phase as indicated by the drop inP6 and the
smaller drop in̂ S(k)&. As f d is increased further,Vy gradu-
ally decreases, but remains finite as vortices cross the tw
an increasing rate. WhenVy approaches zero, nearf d / f 0
50.85, the vortex latticereorders as indicated by the in-
crease inP6 and^S(k)&. We note that the reordering trans
tion in P6 is considerably sharper than that typically o
served in simulations with random pinning.

V. NOISE MEASUREMENTS

An indirect experimental probe of the plastic vortex m
tion is the voltage noise produced by the flowing flux. Du
ing plastic flow the voltage noise is expected to be maxim
re

en
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.
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-
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Indeed, in simulations with random pinning,28,33 large noise
power is associated with the highly plastic motion of a d
ordered vortex lattice. Furthermore, large noise is conside
a signature for plastic flow in the peak effect regime. In ord
to compare the different plastic flow phases seen here w
those observed for random pinning, we measure the n
power for each phase and plot the results in Fig. 3 along w
the correspondingVy versusf d curve.

The noise power is relatively low in the GPM phase, i
creases to a large value in the PM phase, and then grad
decreases as the EM phase is approached. In the GPM
gime, although tearing of the vortex lattice occurs at t
boundaries between the pinned and flowing vortices, the v
tex trajectories follow fixed channels and a large portion
the vortex lattice remains ordered. This very orderly vort
motion produces little noise. In the PM phase, the vor
lattice is highly disordered and the trajectories follow co
tinuously changing paths so the corresponding voltage n

FIG. 3. The average noise powerS0 versus driving forcef d for
the same system in Fig. 2. In the guided plastic~low f d) and elastic
~high f d) flow regimes the noise power is low. However, in th
intermediate-drive disordered plastic flow regime the noise powe
high, and gradually decreases asf d is increased.
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power is high. This difference in noise power between
static and changing channels for vortex flow agrees well w
results obtained in systems with strong random pinning
such systems, when the vortex flow follows fixed windi
channels that do not change with time, low noise powe
observed above the depinning threshold.28,33Similarly, when
the pinning is weak and the vortices move in straight fix
lines, low voltage noise is observed.28,33 This latter case
agrees well with the result seen here in the GPM and
phases, when the vortices follow straight paths and prod
little noise power.

VI. DYNAMIC PHASE DIAGRAMS

To generalize our results to other parameters, we c
struct a phase diagram of the dynamic phases. We first m
sure the evolution ofVx , Vy , andP6 as a function of driving
force for varyingf p

TB from 1.25f 0 to 0.25f 0. These are seen
in Fig. 4. When the pinning strengthf p

TB inside the twin
increases, the width of the PM region grows, and the amo
of disorder in the vortex lattice increases, as seen in
decrease ofP6. From the curves shown in Fig. 4, we co
struct adynamic phase diagramwhich is plotted in Fig 5~a!.
We determine the transition between the guided plastic
plastic flow phase from the onset of disorder inP6 and the
downturn inVy , whereas the plastic motion to elastic motio
transition line is marked at the point whenP6 begins to
plateau. The driving forcef d at which both the GPM-PM and
PM-EM transitions occur each grow linearly withf p . In par-
ticular, the PM-EM transition roughly followsf d5 f p

TB , in-
dicating that the vortex lattice reorders once the pinn
forces are overcome.

It might be expected that the transition out of the guid
plastic motion phase would fall atf d5 f p

TB , when the vorti-
ces are able to depin from the twin boundary. Since vor

FIG. 4. ~a! Transverse and longitudinal velocities versus drivi
force for varying twin boundary strengths: from top to botto
f p / f 050.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.25. The top curve correspond
the casef p / f 051.25. The second curve from the top corresponds
the same sample used in Figs. 1 and 2.~b! The fraction of sixfold
coordinated vorticesP6 versus driving. For increasing pinnin
strength the width of both the guided and plastic flow phases
creases.
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interactions are important, however, in actuality the vor
density increases on one side of the twin while a lower v
tex density appears on the other side. This localized fl
gradient produces an additional force on the vortices at
twin boundary, depinning them at a driving forcef d, f p

TB .
The additional force from the flux gradient is not spatia
uniform, unlike the driving force, so some of the vortic
will depin before others in a random manner. Once the
plied driving force and the gradient force are large enough
start depinning vortices from the twin, the flux lines enter t
plastic flow phase. The effect of the pinning on the vortic
does not fully disappear untilf d. f p

TB , however, which is
seen in the existence of a finiteVy . We also note that there i
a pinned phasewhere no vortex motion occurs whenf d
, f p .

By changing the vortex density we can examine the
fects of changing the effective vortex-vortex interaction.
Fig. 5~b! we plot the phase diagram constructed from a se
of simulations in which the vortex density is varied. As th
vortex density decreases the GPM-PM and the PM-EM tr
sition lines shift to higher drives. This is because lower v
ues ofB ~or Nv! increase the effective pinning force and sh
the boundary to higher values off d .

VII. CONCLUSION

We have examined the dynamics of driven supercond
ing vortices interacting with twin boundary pinning. We fin
three distinct flow phases as a function of driving force.
the guided plastic motion phase, the partially ordered vor
lattice flows in stationary channels aligned with the tw
boundary. In this phase the transverse and longitudinal
locities are equal and there is only a small amount of nois
the velocity signals. At higher drives, a flux gradient buil

to
o

-

FIG. 5. ~a! The dynamic phase diagram for the system in Fig.
For increasingf p the PM-EM transition line increases as} f p while
the GPM to PM transition increases much more slowly.~b! The
dynamic phase diagram for constantf p

TB but decreasing vortex den
sity. The PM-EM transition line remains roughly constant while t
GPM-PM transition line shifts to higherf d as the effective vortex-
vortex interaction decreases.
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up along the twin and the vortices begin to cross the tw
boundary intermittently. In this phase the vortex lattice
disordered and a large amount of voltage noise appears.
guiding effect of the twin gradually decreases for increas
drives and the vortex lattice reorders, producing an ela
flow phase. By conducting a series of simulations we h
constructed phase diagrams both as a function of t
boundary pinning strength and as a function of the vor
density. The phase boundaries all shift linearly in drivi
force as the pinning strength increases. As the vortex den
is lowered the width of the guided motion region increas
while the onset of the elastic motion phase is constant.

Twin boundaries correspond to one type of correlated p
d
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ning. Another type involves periodic arrays of pinnin
sites.34 The dynamic phase diagrams of these structures w
correlated pinning are also under current intense invest
tion.

We recently became aware of the experiments in Ref.
which measure both the longitudinal and transverse volt
signal for vortices driven in samples with unidirectional tw
boundaries. When the vortices are driven at 52° with resp
to the twin boundaries, at low temperatures the vortex m
tion deviates strongly from the direction of drive with a com
ponent moving along the twin boundary. Using this expe
mental setup it should be possible to observe both
transverse and longitudinal vortex velocity as a function
applied current.
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